CAPP/USA maintains an inventory of over $5.2 million of MRO electrical, HVAC, boiler/burner controls, and process instrumentation.

NEW AND REBUILT
CAPP/USA® is the only company in the country that is certified by FACTORY MUTUAL for rebuilt Honeywell® flame safeguard, programmers and controls that meets insurance specs. for hospitals, schools and commercial buildings.

THERMOCOUPLES
RECORDERS
CONTROLS
MODULATION MOTORS
RELAYS

SPARE PARTS
such as Honeywell charts & thermocouples, Fireye tubes, Foxboro inks & pens, Allen-Bradley relays, Pneumatic HVAC tubing & fittings, Bussman fuses, plus thousands of other parts are readily available directly from our in-depth inventory.

800-356-8000

HVAC
HONEYWELL, JOHNSON, POWERS, CHROMALOX, BELIMO, INVENSYS, SIEMENS, BARBER-COLMAN, ASCO, WATTS, ROBERTSHAW, PENN, DICKSON, KELE, KMC CONTROLS, WHITE ROGERS, BELL & GOSSETT, CARRIER, YORK, TRANE, MCQUAY, LENNOX, SIEMENS AND MORE!

FLAME SAFEGUARD CONTROLS
HONEYWELL, FIREYE, PROTECTION CONTROLS, ASCO ITT, PYRONICS, ECLIPSE, MAXON, NORTH AMERICAN, CHROMALOX, BELL & GOSSETT, CLEAVER-BROOKS.
*FM APPROVED REBUILT HONEYWELL FLAME SAFEGUARD CONTROLS*

*CALIBRATIONS ARE NIST TRACEABLE

ALL MANUFACTURER’S ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS, CAPP/USA IS NOT AFFILIATED WITH ANY OF THE ABOVE MANUFACTURERS.
CAPP/USA® OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE
OF DEVICES, PARTS & ACCESSORIES FOR THE FOLLOWING
MANUFACTURERS:

ACROSITCH
AGASTAT TIMERS
AIRPAX METERS
ALLEN-BRADLEY CONTROLS
AMETEK (US GAUGES)
AMPROBE METERS
ANALOGIC INSTRUMENTATION
API INSTRUMENTATION
ASCO SOLENOID VALVES
ASHCROFT GAUGES
ATC
AUBURN
AURORA

BACHARACH INSTRUMENTATION
BAILEY CONTROLS
BANNER
BARBER-COLMAN CONTROLS
BARKSDALE SWITCHES
BARTON (ITT)
BECKMAN INSTRUMENTATION
BEEDE METERS
BELL & GOSSETT PUMPS
BELLOFRAM
BIDDLE INSTRUMENTATION
BRAUKNANN
BRISTOL INSTRUMENTATION
BROOKS FLOW INSTRUMENTATION
BURNS
BW CONTROLS LEVEL CONTROLS


BUDGET METERS
BURNS & MALLORY
BURNS ENGINEERING
CASH-ACME
CASHCO CONTROL VALVES
CHART PAPER ALL MANUFACTURERS
CHROMALOX HEATING PRODUCTS
CLEVELAND CONTROLS
CONOFLOW
COX INSTR.FLOW INSTRUMENTATION
CRAKE
DANFOSS VALVES
DANIEL
DEVILBISS
DEWEY

DUNHAM BUSH STEAM SPEC.
DURANT COUNTERS
Dwyer Instrumentation
EAGLE TIMERS
ECKARDT
ECLIPSE
EMCO
ERIE
ESTERLINE-ANGUS CONTROLS
FAIRCCHILD
FIREYE-COMBUSTION CNTRLS
FISCHER & PORTER INSTR.
FISHER
FLUKE METERS
FOXBORO
Gemco Switches
GENERAL CNTRLS (SOLENOID & COMBUSTION VALVES)
GENERAL ELECTRIC METERS
W. W. GRAINGER
GREAT LAKES
GRUNDFOS
HAGEN (WESTINGHOUSE)
HAYS
HECON COUNTERS
HOFFMAN STEAM SPEC.
HONEYWELL CONTROLS & INSTRUMENTATION
HONEYWELL CONTROLS & INSTRUMENTATION
INGERSOLL RAND
INDEECO
JAMES BURY
JANKAR
JENKINS
JEWELL CONTROLS
JOHNSON CONTROLS
JORDAN
KENT INSTRUMENTATION
KIELEY & MUeller

ALL MANUFACTURER’S ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS, CAPP/USA IS NOT AFFILIATED WITH ANY OF THE ABOVE MANUFACTURERS.
MANUFACTURERS CONTINUED.....

KUNKEL
LANCER SOLENOID VALVES
LANDIS & GYR
LAWLER STEAM SPECIALTIES
LEEDS & NORTHUP INSTRUMENTATION
LFE METERS
LOVE
LOYOLA HEATING PRODUCTS
LUKENHEIMER

MAGNATROL SOLENOID VALVES
MAGNETROL LEVEL & FLOW INSTRUMEN.
MAMAC TRANSMITTERS
MARSH GAUGES
MARSHALLTOWN GAUGES
MASENEILAN
MAXITROL CONTROLS
MAXON COMBUSTION CONTROLS
MCC POWERS CONTROLS
MCDONELL & MILLER CONTROLS
MERCOID SWITCHES
MICROSWITCH SWITCHES
MOORE

NEPTUNE METERS
NEWPORT METERS
NORGREN
NORTH AMERICAN

OGDEN HEATING PRODUCTS
OMEGA SENSOR & CONTROLS

PARAGON TIMERS
PART LOW CONTROLS
PENN(BASO)CONTROLS
PHOTOS WITH PHOTO/ELEC.CTLs
POTTER BRUMFIELD
PROTECTION CONTROLS

QUINCY

RB"
REDINGTON COUNTERS
RED LION
RESEARCH INC CONTROLS
ROBERTSHAW CONTROLS
ROCKWELL METERS
ROSEMOUNT
RUSTRAK RECORDERS

SARCO STEAM SPECIALTIES
SIGNET
SIMPSON METERS
SKINNER SOLENOID VALVES
SOTEC SOLENOID VALVES
SPENCE STEAM SPECIALTIES

SQUARE D RELAYS & TIMERS
TACO PUMPS
TAYLOR INSTRUMENTATION
TEL-TRU GAUGES
THERMOCOUPLES ALL MANUF.
TOKHEIM
TRACOR-WESTRONICS
TRERICE GAUGES & THERMOM.
TRIPLETT METERS

UNILOCK
UNITED ELECTRIC CONTROLS
US GAUGES (AMETEK)

VEEDEE-ROOT COUNTERS
VIATRAN TRANSMITTERS
VULCAN ELECTRIC

WARREN ELECTRIC
WARRICK CONTROLS
WATLOW HEATING PRODUCTS
WATSON MCDANIEL STEAM
WATTS REGULATORS
WEKISLER GAUGES
WE LLMAN
WEST
WESTON CONTROLS
WHITE-RODGERS CONTROLS
WILKERSON

YEW INSTRUMENTATION

ALL MANUFACTURER'S ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. CAPP/USA IS
NOT AFFILIATED WITH ANY OF THE ABOVE MANUFACTURERS.
Barber-Coleman
560 Controllers
570 Programmers 122’s
522”s, 523’s, 524’s
Thermocouples
Barber-Coleman Pneumatic Controls

Honeywell
Dailatrols
Dialpaks
Class 45 Recorders & Amplifiers
Class 60 Recorders & Amplifiers
Class 15 Recorders & Amplifiers, CVU’s
Servo Motors, Chart Drives

MOTORS ALL TYPES INCLUDING M940’S, PNEUMATIC VALVE OPERATORS,
THERMOSTATS AND THERMOCOUPLES

RECORDING CHARTS

AMERICAN MTR
AMERICAN STERILIZER
AMETEK
AMPROBE
AMSCO
ANDERSON
BACHARACH
BADGER METER
BAILEY METER
BARBER-COLEMAN
BECKMAN
BENDIX
BRISTOL
BROWN
BRUSH
BIF
CALIBRATED
CAMBRIDGE
CANNON
CAPITOL
CHESSELL
CHINO
CLEVELAND
COLE PARMER
CONSOLIDATED
CUTLER HAMMER
CROSBY

EKG
ESTERLINE ANGUS
FISHER & PORTER
FOXBORO
GENERAL ELECTRIC
GOULD
GOULTON INDUSTRIES
GRAPHIC
HAGAN
HAYS REPUBLIC
HEWLETT-PACKARD
HONEYWELL
HOPPLE
HOUSTON
ITT BARTON
KAYE
KENT
KODAK
L & N
LINEAR
MARSHALLTOWN(MOTOCO)
MASONEILAN
MOLYTEK
MOORE
MOTOROLA
PERKIN-EIMER

PALMER
MUELLER
PENN METER
POWERS
PARTLOW
REPUBLIC
ROCKWELL
ROBERTSHAW
RUSTRAK
SPARLING
TAYLOR
TEXAS INSTR
TOSHIBA
TRACOR
TRERICE
UNITED ELEC
WEKSLER
WESTINGHSE
WESTRONICS
YOKOGAWA
YEW

ALL MANUFACTURER’S ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS, CAPP/USA IS
NOT AFFILIATED WITH ANY OF THE ABOVE MANUFACTURERS.
SUPPLYING HVAC AND BOILER CONTROLS FOR BUILDINGS FOR OVER 50 YEARS

REBUILD OR REPAIR
THE ECONOMICAL REPLACEMENT CHOICE

* Do You Have an Old Flame Scanner or Burner Controller?
* Do You Have a Chart Recorder That Needs Repair or Recalibration?
* Do You Have a Honeywell Mod Motor in Need Of Repair?

Don’t throw it away, it’s worth money.
We can rebuild it at a fraction of the cost of a new unit!

NOTICE! CAPP/USA is the only company in the country that is certified by FACTORY MUTUAL for rebuilt Honeywell flame safeguard, programmers and controls that meets insurance specs. for hospitals, schools and commercial buildings.

**BURNER CONTROL**
**FLAME SAFEGUARD**
HONEYWELL
FIREYE
CLEAVER BROOKS

**WE REPAIR THOUSANDS OF ITEMS AND HUNDREDS OF MANUFACTURERS CALL FOR PRICING AND AVAILABILITY**

**CHART RECORDER**
PARTLOW
HONEYWELL
L&N
FOXBORO
CHESSEL

FIREYE
FLAME MONITOR AND DISPLAY

FIREYE
BURNER CONTROLS AND MODULES

FIREYE
FLAME SAFEGUARD

HONEYWELL
FLAME RELAYS

HONEYWELL
PROGRAMMERS

HONEYWELL
FLAME SAFEGUARD AND AMPLIFIERS

RECORDERS AND UDC’S

ALL MANUFACTURER’S ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS, CAPP/USA IS NOT AFFILIATED WITH ANY OF THE ABOVE MANUFACTURERS.
SUPPLYING HVAC AND BOILER CONTROLS FOR BUILDINGS FOR OVER 50 YEARS

REFRIGERATION

A/C PARTS
ALCO
SPORLAN
ROBINAIR
RANCO
JOHNSON CTLS/PENN BASO
HONEYWELL
HEATCRAFT
FURNAS
SIEMENS
WHITE RODGERS
BOHN
LARKIN
HART & COOLEY
COPELAND

COMPRESSORS
BRISTOL
CARRIER
TRANE
TECUMSEH
COPELAND
CARLYLE
YORK
DUNHAM BUSH
WORTHINGTON
MANEUROP
QUINCY

OEM MANUFACTURERS A/C
CARRIER
TRANE
YORK
McQUAY
MITSUBISHI
SANYO
POLAIR
OCEANAIRE

REFRIGERANTS
R12
R22
R414B
R502
R409A
R416A
R134A
R404A
R408A

ICE MAKER PARTS
SCOTSMAN
ICEOMATIC
MANITOWOC
BALLY

ALL MANUFACTURER’S ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS, CAPP/USA IS NOT AFFILIATED WITH ANY OF THE ABOVE MANUFACTURERS.
HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR-CONDITIONING

ONE CALL DOES IT ALL

ALCO
ARMSTRONG PUMPS
ASCO SOLENOID VALVES
BARBER-COLMAN (SIEBE-INVENSYS)
CARRIER
COPELAND COMPRESSORS
GAUGES ALL KINDS AND MANUFACTURERS
HANKISON AIR DRYERS
HONEYWELL CONTROLS
KREUTER (KMC)
PNEUMATIC FITTINGS & TUBING
POWERS-LANDIS DIV.
QUINCY COMPRESSORS
RANCO REFRIGERATION CONTROLS
ROBERTSHAW UNILINE
SPORLAN
TACO PUMPS
TECUMSEH COMPRESSORS
THERMOMETERS-ALL KINDS
TRANE
WILKERSON REGULATORS

HVAC DIRECT

The MAINTENANCE SUPER has got to be cunning,
To keep the entire assembly line humming,
A jack of all trades and master of all,
When something’s not running,
He’s the first one they call.
SINGLE SOURCE OF CONTROLS FOR BUILDINGS & INDUSTRY

**PROCESS CONTROL & INSTRUMENTATION**
Recorders, controllers, transmitters, flow meters, thermocouples, RTD's, chart paper, pens, controls, and spare parts for temperature, pressure, flow, humidity, level, pH, and other process variables.

**COMBUSTION FLAME SAFEGUARD & BOILER CONTROLS**
Programmers and flame detectors; protecto-relays and purple peepers; gas and oil valves. Complete line of Honeywell and Fireye boiler controls for boilers, burners, furnaces, ovens, kilns, and incinerators in schools, hospitals, and industrial plants.

**HEATING, VENTILATING & AIR CONDITIONING HVAC**
Electric, pneumatic and electronic temperature and pressure controls. Motorized valves for steam, water, air, gas, and oil. Modutrol motors; dampers; linkages, relays, switches and thermostats.

ORDER IT TODAY,
HAVE IT TOMORROW.
CAPP SHIPS ALL STOCK CONTROLS WITHIN 24 HOURS.
SUCCESSFULLY PROVIDING HVAC AND FLAME SAFEGUARD CONTROLS TO THE COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL INDUSTRY SINCE 1950

CUSTOM THERMOCOUPLES AND RTD’S

BUILT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS

CALL TODAY TOLL FREE!

1-800-356-8000

Accurate Thermocouples and RTD’S are an essential part of any HVAC system for safety and measurement.

Each of our Thermocouples and RTD’s are tested and calibrated and are NIST traceable

CUSA’S Custom Thermocouples and RTD’s are built to your specifications to fit your specific applications

We even have an engineer on site if you have any questions or need help designing your Thermocouple or RTD

CALL TODAY FOR PRICING ON YOUR NEW CUSTOM THERMOCOUPLE OR RTD!

STAINLESS STEEL SCREW COVER HEAD

STAINLESS STEEL FLANGES

EXPLOSION PROOF SCREW COVER HEAD

PVC LEADS

SPECIAL CONNECTIONS

90 DEG BENDS

FLEXIBLE ARMOR
SUPPLYING HVAC AND BOILER CONTROLS FOR HOSPITAL & THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY SINCE 1950
SUCCESSFULLY PROVIDING HVAC AND FLAME SAFEGUARD CONTROLS TO COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL USERS SINCE 1948

CALL TODAY TOLL FREE!
1-800-356-8000

ORDER IT TODAY, HAVE IT TOMORROW!
RECEIVE ALL STOCK CONTROLS IN 24 HOURS NO MATTER WHERE YOU ARE IN THE U.S.!

ONE CALL DOES IT ALL!
• DISCOUNTED PRICING ON OVER 500 MANUFACTURERS
• SUPERIOR CUSTOMER SERVICE
• OVER 5 MILLION DOLLARS OF INVENTORY
• LARGEST ON SITE REPAIR FACILITY IN THE U.S.A.
• PRIMARY SOURCE FOR MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS & BUILDING OWNERS & ENGINEERS

Honeywell
Robertshaw
POWERS
SIEMENS

ASCO
BARBER-COLEMAN
INVENSYSTM

Honeywell, Johnson, Powers, Chromalox, Belimo, Invensys, Siemens, Barber-Colman, ASCO, Watts, Robertshaw, Penn, Dickson, Kele, KMC Controls, White Rogers, Bell & Gossett, Carrier, York, Trane, McQuay, Lennox, Siemens and more!

FLAME SAFEGUARD CONTROLS
Honeywell, Fireye, Protection Controls, ASCO ITT, Pyronics, Eclipse, Maxon, North American, Chromalox, Bell & Gossett, Cleaver-Brooks.
*FM APPROVED REBUILT HONEYWELL FLAME SAFEGUARD CONTROLS*

ALL MANUFACTURER’S ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. CAPP/USA IS NOT AFFILIATED WITH ANY OF THE ABOVE MANUFACTURERS.
CIRCUIT BREAKERS AND FUSES ARE A MUST IF YOU WANT TO PROTECT YOUR SENSITIVE EQUIPMENT FROM POWER SURGES, SYSTEM SHORTS AND LIGHTNING.

ATTENTION!

Circuit Breakers and Fuses

- Allen Bradley®
- Cutler Hammer®
- General Electric®
- ITE®
- Murray®
- Furnas®
- Siemens®
- Square D®
- Sylvania®
- Westinghouse®

Fuses

- Buss®
- Bussmann®
- Edison®
- Ferraz®
- GE®
- Littelfuse®
- Shawmut®
- Westinghouse®

Get protected today!
Call 1-800-356-8000

CAPP/USA accepts all major credit cards

42 CITIES...... ONE CALL

All manufacturer’s are registered trademarks. CAPP/USA is not affiliated with any of the above manufacturers.
CONTROLS FOR BUILDINGS & INDUSTRY

HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION

Electronic, pneumatic, temperature and pressure controls. Motored valves for steam, water, air, gas and oil. Modutrol motors, dampers, linkages, relays, switches and thermostats.

COMBUSTION FLAME SAFEGUARD

Programmers and detectors; burner controls, relays, amplifiers: gas and oil valves. Safety controls and systems; Honeywell, Fireye, Clever-Brooks and others. Repairs on older and obsolete units, a 50% cost savings.

PROCESS CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION

Electronic and pneumatic recorders and controllers for all process variables: temperature, pressure, flow, humidity, level, ph, Thermocouples, RTD, Recording Charts, Pens and spare parts.

WE ALSO REPAIR THOUSANDS OF ITEMS FROM HUNDREDS OF MANUFACTURERS CALL FOR PRICING AND AVAILABILITY
Connectors

Tyco/Amp
Molex

Industrial Products Including

Cutler Hammer
Emerson Motors
Fluke Meters
Honeywell (All Divisions)
Hubbell

Microswitch
Omega
Omron
Potter Brumfield
Wire

CAPP/USA ACCEPTS ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

ALL MANUFACTURER’S ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS, CAPP/USA IS NOT AFFILIATED WITH ANY OF THE ABOVE MANUFACTURERS.